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a b s t r a c t

We propose a color adjustment technique to eliminate the visible seams in image-based

texture map of a 3D object. The process is carried out in three steps. First, texture coordinates

are locally displaced to minimize the misalignment of adjacent texture patches. Second, color

discontinuities between different texture patches at each corner of the mesh faces are resolved.

We minimize a global energy function over the mesh to ensure continuous color transitions

and fit the color gradient at each corner of the mesh faces. Finally, the color adjustment at the

corners is propagated over the texture patch for each face by solving a Poisson equation with

mixed boundary conditions. By means of the proposed processing techniques, the visibility of

seams is minimized while fine details are preserved in image-based texture maps. This can

be used as a last refinement stage in image-based 3D reconstruction pipelines. The proposed

color adjustment algorithm is tested on a variety of real-world datasets and compares very

favorably with known methods.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During the past few years, dramatic progress has been

made in the area of image-based object modeling. A typical

image-based 3D reconstruction pipeline begins with the ac-

quisition of a photo collection of an object. Then, the camera

poses, i.e. the position, orientation and intrinsic parameters

of each camera, are estimated using structure-from-motion

(SfM) techniques on the photos. Afterwards, a 3D geometric

model is recovered using multi-view stereo (MVS), silhouette

and contours cues. Finally, the calibrated images are utilized

to generate a texture map for the recovered geometric model.

A texture map is an important component that makes the

model more realistic and compensates for deficiencies in the

camera registration and reconstructed geometry.

In the final step, the images are usually back-projected

onto the geometric model to generate a texture patch for

each surface patch. However, every surface patch is usually
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visible in several input images and there is often no one-to-

one correspondence between texels in the texture and pixels

in the images. The measured color and intensity for a surface

patch observed in different photos will not agree due to light-

ing, camera setting and surface reflectance variations across

the views. Visible seams and color discontinuities often arise

between neighboring texture patches. The problem can be al-

leviated by blending multiple image views per face and care-

ful selection of views. However, blending often causes image

quality degradation due to resampling and misalignment of

geometric projections with inaccurate reconstructed geom-

etry and camera parameters. Optimal view selection cannot

completely eliminate color discontinuities and seams in the

presence of large photometric difference between images.

In this paper, we propose a color adjustment technique to

obtain a seamless texture map from multiple registered im-

ages. The process is carried out in three steps. First, texture co-

ordinates are locally displaced to minimize the misalignment

of adjacent texture patches. Second, color discontinuities

between different texture patches at each corner of the mesh

faces are removed through global optimization. Finally, the

color adjustment at the corners is propagated over the tex-

ture patch for each face by solving the Poisson equation. The
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Fig. 1. The reconstructed model with texture from registered images (a) before color adjustment and (b) after color adjustment.
proposed color adjustment algorithm has the following ad-

vantages compared to previous approaches:

- The misalignment of adjacent texture patches is solved

by local displacement of texture pathces to minimize the

photometric discrepancy function at each vertex.

- A global energy function is designed to minimize the color

discontinuities between texture patches and match the

desired gradients at each corner.

- Solving the Poisson equation with mixed boundary condi-

tions (gradients on the boundary and specified values at

corners) for each texture patch produces smooth color

transition across the boundary of texture patches and

keeps the local change within each texture patch.

- By combining global color adjustment for corners of the

mesh faces and local color adjustment within each texture

patch, it is computationally efficient to obtain high-quality

textures for large real-world datasets.

- The proposed color adjustment algorithm is independent

of the particular choice of view selection and texture rep-

resentation.

An example is shown in Fig. 1. With our color adjustment

algorithm, the visibility of seams in Fig. 1(a) is minimized and

fine details are maintained in the final texture map (Fig. 1(b)).

2. Related work

Texturing a 3D model using images is a fundamental and

extensively studied problem in computer graphics. For casual

images, user-defined constraints are usually required to es-

tablish a mapping from the surface to the image. Constrained
parameterization, photogrammetric approach with esti-

mated camera parameters for the entire model and lo-

cal camera parameters for each vertex of the mesh are

proposed [1].

In the context of image-based modelling, the images and

the geometric model are registered within the global coordi-

nate system. The model can be reprojected onto the source

images using the estimated camera parameters. Each sur-

face patch is usually visible in several image views. To cre-

ate a single texture from multiple images for 3D reconstruc-

tion, one faces two problems: how to select views to texture

each face and how to use these views to generate the texture

patch.

Some approaches select multiple views for each face based

on visibility determination. Information from multiple views

is blended with heuristic weighting functions [2–5], such

as, viewing angle, distance between the surface and the

camera, and projection area. Blending colors from different

image views often causes image quality degradation, either

in image space [2,5] or in frequency space [3,4]. In case of

inaccurate reconstructed geometry and camera parameters,

the image patches from different views may be misaligned,

and ghosting artifacts often appear in the texture patch. Fur-

thermore, details and sharp features can be smoothed out

when combining images at different scales. Recently, a super-

resolution framework [6] was proposed to recover higher

level-of-detail texture maps. A normal displacement map on

the surface to improve the geometry estimates and the cam-

era calibration parameters are also optimized. However, it

requires a tremendous amount of computation for optimiza-

tion in a very high dimensional space.
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A reconstructed mesh surface and a set of images with 

known camera parameters

Visibility estimation per face

View selection per face

Global color adjustment per corner

Local color adjustment per texture patch

Packing texture patches into atlas and storing texture 

coordinates in the mesh model

Texture coordinates optimization per corner

Global color adjd ustment per cornrr er

Local color adjd ustment per texture patch

Texture coordinates optimization per cornrr er

Fig. 2. Workflow of image-based texture map.
Other approaches assign exactly one view to each face

[7–9]. The view is usually selected to make the seams

between neighboring texture patches less visible by opti-

mization. Velho and Sossai [8] considered view selection in

distortion-based atlas generation process. They optimized an

energy functional to reduce texture stretch and minimize the

number of charts. Lempitsky and Ivanov [9] selected a single

view per face using pairwise Markov random field optimiza-

tion that favors smoothness in the texture assignment and

penalizes the introduction of sharp seams. To overcome inac-

curacies in camera registration and geometry reconstruction,

local image transformations are introduced into the selec-

tion of views [7]. Waechter et al. [11] improved the pairwise

Markov random field energy formulation by augmenting the

data term with a photo-consistency check.

However, optimal view selection cannot completely elim-

inate color discontinuities and seams. Colors of adjacent tex-

ture patches need to be adjusted so that their seams become

less visible. Luminance changes are often noticeable at tex-

ture patch borders by averaging the colors at a seam and

using heat diffusion to achieve a smooth color transition [8].

Poisson blending [12] was applied to each texture patch in

[7], where a one-pixel wide boundary around each patch is
Fig. 3. Incorrect visibility detection in the vicinity of occluded area (m
setting to the average of the pixel values on two sides of the

boundary. Multi-band image blending is applied to the vicin-

ity of patch boundaries to achieve color continuity in [10].

Instead, Lempitsky and Ivanov [9] removed the mosaic seams

via a global seam levelling procedure. After finding the op-

timal color adjustment on each corners, the color correction

for each texel is interpolated using barycentric coordinates.

An improved approach for seam-leveling that penalizes too

large leveling values is proposed in [13]. Waechter et al. [11]

improved the global adjustment by introducing color lookup

support region along the seams. A local color adjustment is

subsequently performed with Poisson blending, where the

mean of pixel colors from images assigned to the patch and

the neighboring patch is used as Poisson equation boundary

conditions. However, the leveling function in [9,11] is defined

up to an additive constant which can be chosen arbitrarily.

When the corrections are added to the input images to yield

the final texture, some pixel values go out of range and unnat-

ural spots result in the texture. In addition, averaging colors

in boundary conditions of Poisson equation can also smooth

out details in local color adjustment.

Our work focuses on color adjustment for texture patches

to both make seams invisible and keep fine details. Based on

previous work [9,11], we propose a novel energy functional

in the global color adjustment and a local Poisson image edit-

ing with mixed boundary conditions. Details are described in

Section 3.

3. Color adjustment for texture patches

Our method requires a 3D surface mesh model of the tar-

get object and a set of images with known camera parameters.

The images and the geometric model are already registered

within a global coordinate system. We assume that the re-

constructed geometric model is given in a form of triangular

mesh. After preprocessing, each face is assigned to exactly

one view for creating its texture patch. The workflow is illus-

trated in Fig. 2. We highlight the key technical contributions

of the proposed method. Note that our proposed method of

color adjustment for texture patches does not rely on the

visibility estimation and view selection described below, and

will work with results generated by other methods. For color

textures, we consider each channel separately and perform

the global and local color adjustment steps independently for

each channel.
arked in left) is solved through a displaced occlusion testing.
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Fig. 4. Misalignment of texture patches from different camera views (marked in left) is alleviated through texture coordinates optimization.

Fig. 5. The reconstructed model with per-vertex color by averaging colors of incident corners (a) before color adjustment and (b) after color adjustment.

C0

C1

C2

F

B

Fig. 6. The Poisson equation with mixed boundary conditions on a triangle

face.
3.1. Visibility detection

To compute the visibility of face F from camera C with

optical center o and unit viewing ray v, we first perform back
face culling. Then, we check whether the projection of face

F into camera C lies within the camera image I. Afterwards,

occlusions are tested by performing a ray cast from o to each

vertex p of face F and checking the intersections with the

input mesh.

Due to imperfect camera calibration and surface recon-

struction, errors in the computation of visibility often occur

in the vicinity of occluded areas (Fig. 3 left). We have devel-

oped a heuristic approach that removes the visibility of faces

that incorrectly project into the vicinity of occluding bound-

aries in the camera view. We perform an additional occlusion

testing by displacing o along viewing ray v. Concretely, o is

moved to o′ = o + 0.3‖p − o‖v and a ray is cast from o′ to

each vertex p of face F to check the intersections with the

input mesh. A face is classified as visible in camera C if and

only if it is visible in both the original and displaced occlusion

testing. If a face is only visible from o, information from other

camera images is used to provide a better texture.
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Fig. 7. The results of local color adjustment per texture patch. (a) Simple interpolation using barycentric coordinates. (b) Solution of the Poisson equation with

mixed boundary conditions.

Fig. 8. Results of the Goddess statue. Left: before color adjustment; middle: output from Meshlab; right: output with our method. Bottom: close-up comparison.
3.2. View selection

To select the best view for each face, we take into account

visibility, orientation, resolution and distortion of the face in

each camera. Similar weighting metrics are also presented

in previous research work [2,19]. For a face F with outward

normal vector n, center c and a camera C with optical center

o and unit viewing ray v, we define the weights as:

wvis =
{

1, if F is visible in C
0, otherwise

,

wori = −n · v, wres = 1/‖c − o‖
wdis =
√

1.0 − max
(∣∣∣2 x

w
− 1

∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣2 y

h
− 1

∣∣∣),

wtotal = wvis · wori · wres · wdis (1)

where x and y are the pixel coordinates of face center c pro-

jected in C, w and h are width and height of the camera image

I. We select the camera with largest weight wtotal from the in-

put camera set, and use the corresponding image to generate

the texture for F.

The orientation weight prefers views whose view direc-

tions are almost parallel with the face normal. The resolution
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Fig. 9. Results of the stone relief. Left: before color adjustment; middle: output from Meshlab; right: output with our method. Bottom: close-up comparison.

Fig. 10. Comparison on the Der-Hass dataset. Left: output of [11]. Right: our method.
weight prefers views whose optical centers are close to the

face since close-up images capture more surface details. The

distortion weight measures how far the projection of the face

center in the image is from image borders, which takes in

account quality degradation towards image borders.

3.3. Texture coordinates optimization

After the view selection per face, imperfect view registra-

tion and reconstructed geometry may lead to misalignment of
texture patches when two adjacent faces are textured from

different camera views (Fig. 4 left). It is unlikely that view

assignment and color adjustment techniques alone can fully

resolve the problem of misaligned texture patches. Therefore,

we propose a method to minimize the misalignment of adja-

cent texture patches by locally displacing the texture (Fig. 4

right).

For a vertex p, let I(p) = {I1, · · · , In} denote a set of im-

ages from which the texture patches of p’s incident faces are

generated. If the size of I(p) is greater than one, we perform
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Fig. 11. Results of the bust. (a) and (c) are two views before color adjustment. (b) and (d) are the corresponding views after our color adjustment.
a patch-based texture optimization. Patch model was suc-

cessfully applied in multiview stereo matching and recon-

struction [16]. Here we extend the idea to achieve seamless

texture mapping. A reference image IR is chosen from I(p) ac-

cording to similar weighting metrics described in Section 3.2.

At vertex p, we create a patch pat(p) which is a rectangle with

center p and sides parallel to the axises of IR. The extent of

the rectangle is chosen so that its projection in IR is of size

μ × μ pixels. In our experiments, we set μ=7 according to

the suggestion of [16]. The photometric discrepency function

g(pat) for vertex p is defined as

g(pat) =
∑

∀pairs(Ii,Ij),
Ii,Ij∈I(p)

h(Ii, Ij) (2)

where h(Ii, Ij) is one minus the normalized cross correlation

score between the pixel colors of patch pat(p)’s projections in

images Ii and Ij. In order to align the adjacent texture patches

around vertex p, we allow p to displace so that the photo-

metric discrepency function g(pat) is minimized. To make

the optimization robust, we constrain p to lie on the ray from

the optical center oR of the camera corresponding to IR to

p. Thus the projection of p in image IR does not change and

the number of degrees of freedom is reduced to one. More

concretely, vertex p is moved to p′ = p + d(p − oR)/‖p − oR‖
and pat is changed correspondingly. The optimal d is ob-

tained by minimizing Eq. (2) with simplex algorithm of

Nelder and Mead in GSL [20].We initialize d with zero and

step size with a quarter of the average edge length in the

mesh.

3.4. Global color adjustment at each corners

For a mesh, let C
j
i

be the corner of face Fj in vertex Vi ,

f
j
i

be the value of the corner in the original texture function,

g
j
i

be the value of the corner in the seamless image-based

texure maps we want to seek for. N denotes the set of all

pairs (i, j) such that C
j
i

is a corner of the mesh. We want

to compute an optimized function g at each corner of each

face of the mesh by minimizing the following least-squares
energy:

∑
(i,j)∈N

(
∇g

j
i
− ∇f

j
i

)2

+ α
∑

(i,j1)∈N

(i,j2)∈N

(
g

j1

i
− g

j2

i

)2

+ β
∑

(i,j)∈N

(
g

j
i
− f

j
i

)2

(3)

The first item in the energy ensures the gradient of g fits

the gradient of f, the second item tries to make g smooth

on each corner between neigbouring texture patches and the

last term is a regularization to make the function g a good

fit to the original function f. We use the mesh structure to

approximate the gradients of g and f,

∑
(i1 ,j)∈N

(i2 ,j)∈N

[(
g

j
i1

− g
j
i2

)
−

(
f

j
i1

− f
j
i2

)]2

+ α
∑

(i,j1)∈N

(i,j2)∈N

(
g

j1

i
− g

j2

i

)2

+ β
∑

(i,j)∈N

(
g

j
i
− f

j
i

)2

(4)

The variables g
j
i

are obtained by solving the least square

Problem (4) using a sparse solver. In our experiments, we set

the parameter α to 100 and β to 0.001.

Fig. 5 shows the result of global color adjustment. The

reconstructed model is assigned color to each vertex by aver-

aging colors of incident corners, with the original color on the

left, our solution on the right. Note that the color discontinu-

ties become less noticeable after our global color adjustment.

3.5. Color adjustment for the texture patch of each face

For a triangular face F with corners C0, C1, C2, whose cor-

rected texture intensities are g0,g1,g2, we solve the Poisson

equation with mixed boundary conditions,

Δu = Δf over the texture fragment, with

ui = gi, i = 0, 1, 2, and the gradients of u equals to the

gradients of f on the boundary. (5)

where u is the texture intensities after adjustment and f is the

original texture intensities assigned to the face, �. = ∂2.

∂x2 +
∂2 .

∂y2 is the Laplacian operator.
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Fig. 12. Results of the Der-Hass. Left: before color adjustment. Right: output with our method. Bottom: close-up comparison.
In our implementation, we solve the Poisson equation in

the bounding box of each triangle face. Fig. 6 shows the tri-

angle face F and its bounding box B. For each pixel p, let Np be

the set of its 4-connected neighbors in B. For pixels interior

to the bounding box, |Np| = 4, Eq. (5) reads:

4up −
∑
q∈Np

uq = 4fp −
∑
q∈Np

fq (6)

For pixels on the border of the bounding box, |Np| < 4,

Eq. (3) reads:

|Np| up −
∑
q∈Np

uq = |Np| fp −
∑
q∈Np

fq (7)

For corners C, Eq. (3) reads:

uC = gC (8)

Fig. 7 gives the comparison of results from this method and

simple interpolation method. In the interpolation method,
we get the corrected color up of pixel p using its barycentric

coordinates (λ0, λ1, λ2) in the triangular face F,

up = fp + λ0(g0 − f0)+ λ1(g1 − f1)+ λ2(g2 − f2),

λ0, λ1, λ2 ≥ 0, λ0 + λ1 + λ2 = 1. (9)

Note that some unnatural spots occur in the texture after

interpolation using barycentric coordinates (Fig. 7(a)).

4. Experiments and results

We evaluated the color adjustment method on a number

of real-world data sets. In particular, we employ VisualSFM

[15] to estimate camera poses and PMVS/CMVS [16] to re-

cover a point cloud. The triangle mesh is reconstructed using

SSD surface reconstruction [17]. Eqs. (4) and (6) are solved

with CHOLMOD [18].
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To compare the effect of our color adjustment method, we

first use the output of visibility detection and view selection

process from MeshLab [14]. Figs. 8 and 9 show the results of

color adjustment with Meshlab [14] and our method. In [14],

the texture to a seam’s left and right side are averaged in a

narrow band along the seam. While blending colors elimi-

nates discontinuities in the vicinity of patch boundaries, sig-

nificant artifacts are still exhibited far from the border of each

patch in the results of Meshlab [14]. By combination of global

color adjustment at each corner and local color adjustment

with Poisson editing, our method yields the results that make

seams unnoticeable globally.

We also compare our method with the latest state of the

art color adjustment in image-based texture maps of [11].

The comparison is performed on the same images, camera

parameters and geometric model of Der Hass dataset [11].

As shown in Fig. 10, our method is able to deal with most

artifacts generated in [11].

Figs. 11 and 12 show results on publicly available bust

dataset [21] and Der Hass dataset [11]. Even though there are

large illumination and exposure changes in the input images,

our method achieves high quality texture maps.

Table 1 summarizes the properties of the data sets used

in our evaluation and runtime (in seconds) of the individual

parts of the algorithm. The time reports are obtained on a ma-

chine with two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2560 CPUs, 2.00GHz and

64GB of memory. So far no GPU based acceleration technique

is exploited although our method is suitable to be extended

to take advantage of GPU acceleration.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a color adjustment approach to image

based texture maps. The method starts from texture coor-

dinates optimization, followed by global adjustment at each

corner and local adjustment with Poisson editing. Experi-

ments on several real-world models demonstrate that the

resulting texture maps have less visible seams and preserve

more details. The approach can be applied to post-process a

preliminary texture where each face is textured by exact one

image view. Our method is effective enough to process real-

world datasets with hundreds of input images and millions

of triangles.

However, our method cannot fully avoid out-of-focus im-

age areas in the process of viewing selection. We have tried

several weighting metrics and have not found the best one.

Automatically detecting out-of-focus blur in the process of

viewing selection is our future work.
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